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ABOUT ME
I help you engage in prayerful  practices that restore loving

connection with God, your true self, and others. As a spiritual

guide, I offer safe space and transformational encounters

designed to restore joyful, loving connection and help people

thrive. 

I've facilitated meaningful encounters with Jesus for hundreds

of spiritual seekers. I'm a sought-after spiritual mentor, speaker,

podcaster, blogger, and pray-er. And I'm author of the highly-

rated spiritual guidebook, rooted (IN): Thriving in Connection

with God, Yourself, and Others.

WRITER

SPEAKER 

GUIDE

Author of rooted (N): Thriving in Connection with God,

Yourself, and Others

Blogger and contributor to a variety of publications, 

 susancarson.net/blog

Creator and host of the rooted (IN).ten.tionally podcast

Conference, event, retreat and podcast speaker

Certified spiritual director through Sustainable

Faith

One-on-one spiritual coach and listening prayer

guide

PRAY-ER
Founder and director of Roots&Branches Network in
Cincinnati, Ohio
Creator of individual and group listening, healing prayer,
and soul care experiences



Carson, founder of Cincinnati ministry Roots & Branches

Network, explores the benefits of healing prayer in her

engaging debut. Using her  own experiences of depression,

shame, and recovery from breast cancer, Carson skillfully

blends pastoral wisdom, scripture, and prayer into a 

persuasive invitation to those who feel brokenhearted....Healing

the social isolation that can sometimes come with modern life

requires attention, quiet, and a radical openness to a spirit

beyond oneself, she writes....Carson’s accessible guide to

prayer and spiritual self-care will resonate across the Christian

faith spectrum.

TESTIMONIALS
“For our retreat, Susan created an immersive experience that

was life-changing for participants. People left, not just with

content and notes, but with an encounter with God that people

still talk about today.”

Mandy Smith, University Christian Church

“Susan's training gave our staff a scalable prayer tool that

allows us to deeply connect with the people we lead. That’s

invaluable if you are responsible to lead people spiritually.”

Matt Cooper, Back2Back Ministries

Publishers Weekly

ONLINE PRESENCE
Monthly eblast - 2.5k+

YouTube Views - 22k+

Podcast Downloads- 4.8k+
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www.susancarson.net

Instagram: @susancarsonauthor

Facebook: @authorsusancarson

 


